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Abstract The use of observations from the Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS) has significantly impacted the study
of the ionosphere. As it is widely known, dual-frequency
GPS observations can provide very precise estimation of the
slant Total Electron Content (sTEC—the linear integral of
the electron density along a ray-path) and that the precision
level is bounded by the carrier-phase noise and multi-path
effects on both frequencies. Despite its precision, GPS sTEC
estimations can be systematically affected by errors in the
estimation of the satellites and receivers by Inter-Frequency
Biases (IFB) that are simultaneously determined with the
sTEC. Thus, the ultimate accuracy of the GPS sTEC esti-
mation is determined by the errors with which the IFBs are
estimated. This contribution attempts to assess the accuracy
of IFBs estimation techniques based on the single layer model
for different ionospheric regions (low, mid and high magnetic
latitude); different seasons (summer and winter solstices and
spring and autumn equinoxes); different solar activity levels
(high and low); and different geomagnetic conditions (quiet
and very disturbed). The followed strategy relies upon the
generation of a synthetic data set free of IFB, multi-path,
measurement noise and of any other error source. Therefore,
when a data set with such properties is used as the input of the
IFB estimation algorithms, any deviation from zero on the
estimated IFBs should be taken as indications of the errors
introduced by the estimation technique. The truthfulness of
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this assessment work is warranted by the fact that the syn-
thetic data sets resemble, as realistically as possible, the dif-
ferent conditions that may happen in the real ionosphere. The
results of this work show that during the high solar activity
period the accuracy for the estimated sTEC is approximately
of ±10 TECu for the low geomagnetic region and of ±2.2
TECu for the mid-latitude. During low solar activity the accu-
racy can be assumed to be in the order of ±2 TECu. For the
geomagnetic high-disturbed period, the results show that the
accuracy is degraded for those stations located over the region
where the storm has the strongest impact, but for those sta-
tions over regions where the storm has a moderate effect, the
accuracy is comparable to that obtained in the quiet period.

Keywords GPS · Slant total electron content (sTEC) ·
Inter-frequency biases (IFB) · sTEC calibration

1 Introduction

It is widely known that dual-frequency GPS observations
can provide very precise estimation of the slant Total
Electron Content (sTEC), i.e. the linear integral of the
electron density along any satellite-receiver ray path (e.g.
Davies and Hartmann 1997; Manucci et al. 1999) and that
the precision level is bounded by the carrier-phase noise
and multi-path effects on both frequencies, whose com-
bined effect on the sTEC may reach a few tenths of Total
Electron Content units (TECu, 1 TECu = 1016 electrons
per square meter). Despite its precision, GPS sTEC esti-
mations can be systematically affected by errors in the
estimation of the inter-frequency biases (IFB) that are
simultaneously determined with the sTEC (Goposchkin and
Coster 1992). These biases arise from frequency-dependent
delays produced by the hardware and the firmware of
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the satellites and the receivers (Gao 2008; Schaer 2008).
Both together, satellite and receiver IFBs may reach values of
several tens of nanoseconds, which would represent a sTEC
error of 100 TECu (Sardon et al. 1994). Therefore, in order
to get accurate sTEC estimations it is needed to carefully
estimate the IFB.

The accuracy of the GPS TEC estimations (either the
slant TEC or its derived product, the vertical TEC) has been
assessed by means of intra- and inter-technique comparisons.
In the first case, the GPS TEC estimations obtained by dif-
ferent groups are compared among themselves (Hernández-
Pajares et al. 2008); in the second one, the GPS TEC
estimation is compared to values estimated by other instru-
ments, e.g. the Navy Navigation Satellite System (Ciraolo
and Spalla 1997), the TOPEX or Jason1 dual-frequency
space-born radars (Ho et al. 1997; Azpilicueta and Bruini
2008), ionosondes (Belehaki et al. 2003; Mosert et al. 2007),
etc. Nevertheless, both comparison approaches have draw-
backs: intra-technique comparisons could be misleading
because the different sTEC estimations are highly correlated
due to the use of the same data source and/or similar modeling
approaches; while inter-technique comparisons are biased by
the systematic errors that affect the different instruments.
Besides, the GPS TEC estimations have also been compared
to predictions from ionospheric models such as the Interna-
tional Reference Ionosphere (Bilitza et al. 1998; Jakowski
et al. 1998) or NeQuick (Jodogne et al. 2004; Nava et al.
2005). However, these models are not designed to predict
the day-to-day variability of the ionosphere and hence can-
not be taken as ground truth for assessing the accuracy of
GPS TEC estimates.

The ultimate accuracy of the GPS sTEC estimation is
determined by the errors with which the IFBs are esti-
mated. Brunini and Azpilicueta (2009) presented a method
for assessing the accuracy of the IFB obtained with a given
estimation technique. That method relies upon the generation
of a synthetic data set free of IFB, multi-path, measurement
noise and of any other error source. When a data set with such
properties is used as the input of the IFB estimation tech-
nique, the estimated IFB should equal zero. Any deviation
from zero should be taken as indications of the errors caused
by the estimation technique. The truthfulness of this assess-
ment technique depends on the ability to create synthetic
data sets that can resemble, as realistically as possible, the
different conditions that may happen in the real ionosphere.
Brunini & Azpilicueta’s method is based on the use of the
NeQuick ionospheric model (Radicella and Leitinger 2001),
modified so to use an effective ionization index updated with
actual GPS observations. For more details concerning this
method and its capability to create realistic ionospheric sce-
narios, the reader is referred to the paper mentioned above.

Based on the use of Brunini & Azpilicueta’s method, this
contribution assesses the errors that occur on the estimated

IFBs when the widely applied ionospheric single layer model
is used for different ionospheric regions (low, mid and high
magnetic latitude); different seasons (summer and winter
solstices and spring and autumn equinoxes); different solar
activity levels (high and low); and different geomagnetic con-
ditions (quiet and very disturbed). Besides, attention is given
to the influence of a critical parameter of the model which is
the height of the layer (see Sect. 2.2).

2 Analysis method

2.1 Error assessment technique by using synthetic data sets

The observation equation that links the sTEC to the GPS
observations reads (Ciraolo et al. 2007)

L R,S = sTEC + bR + bS + εR,S, (1)

where L R,S is the geometry free combination of the car-
rier phase observations on both GPS frequencies from the
receiver R to the satellite S; bR and bS are the receiver and the
satellite IFB assumed as constant for a given period (Bishop
et al. 1994); and εR,S encompasses all the un-modeled errors
such as carrier-phase measurement noise and multi-path. In
Eq. (1) it’s assumed that the carrier phase ambiguity effects
on the geometry free combination have been removed from
the left-hand side term, for example by applying the so-called
carrier-to-code leveling process (Manucci et al. 1999). There-
fore, the error term ε could also contain a contribution due to
the errors in the carrier phase ambiguities estimation process.
All the terms in Eq. (1) are expressed in TECu.

A data set of synthetic (simulated) observations free of
errors and biases was created by using the NeQuick ion-
ospheric model following Brunini and Azpilicueta (2009).
In this work, the synthetic observation is computed with the
following expression:

L̃ R,S =
∫

�

Ne(ϕ, λ, h, t, AZ)dγ , (2)

where Ne(ϕ, λ, h, t, AZ) is the NeQuick electron concentra-
tion distribution as a function of the geographic latitude ϕ,
geographic longitude λ, height h above the Earth’s surface,
Universal Time t , and effective ionization index AZ. The inte-
gral extends along the satellite-receiver ray-path �and dγ is
a differential of it.

As explained by Nava et al. (2005), the effective ionization
index is the main NeQuick driver. Brunini and Azpilicueta
(2009) modified the NeQuick model in such a way that the
effective ionization index is updated by means of a Kalman
filter that ingests actual GPS observations into the model;
thus reproducing in a more realistic way the actual electron
density behavior.
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If the term for the actual observation in Eq. (1) (the left-
hand term) is replaced by the synthetic one given by Eq. (2),
the result is:

L̃ R,S = sTẼC + b̃R + b̃S + ε̃R,S . (3)

Since the left-hand side term of Eq. (3) is free of errors and
biases, any bias estimation technique applied to these data
should give: b̃R = 0, b̃S = 0, ε̃R,S = 0 and sTẼC = L̃ R,S .
Therefore, any deviation from these expected results can be
taken as indicators of errors in the estimation technique.
According to Eq. (3), positive values of b̃R + b̃S indicate
that the sTEC are underestimated and vice versa.

2.2 IFB estimation technique

In the process of determining the values of the IFB of
Eq. (1), most of the widely known estimation techniques
made use of the so-called ionospheric single layer model
(SLM) and its associated mapping function (Manucci et al.
1999; Hernández-Pajares et al. 2008; Gao 2008; Schaer 2008;
Brunini and Azpilicueta 2009). This model represents the
ionosphere as a shell of infinitesimal thickness at a certain
height above the Earth’s surface and relates the sTEC with the
vertical TEC (vTEC, the linear integral of the electron den-
sity in the radial direction) at the point in which the ray-path
intersects the layer (also named as the ionospheric piercing
point, IPP), by a so-called mapping function given by the
expression

vTẼC

sTẼC
∼= cos z′ =

√
1 −

(
R

R + H

)2

· cos2(z), (4)

where R is the mean Earth’s radius, H is the height of the
thin layer, and z and z′ are the satellite zenith distance at the
observation point and at the IPP respectively (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 schematic representation of the single layer model and the geo-
metric principle of the mapping function extracted from Schaer (1999)

The following step in this type of calibration techniques
consists of assuming a mathematical function to represent
the spatial and temporal variability of the vTEC. This func-
tion depends on whether the calibration is applied to a single
station or simultaneously to a set of several stations distrib-
uted over a certain region; for example the usual approach
for a world-wide adjustment is a set of spherical harmon-
ics functions (Schaer 2008). In this work, we follow Brunini
and Azpilicueta (2009), in which the calibration is done on a
station-by-station basis and for this the spatial and temporal
variability of the vTEC is represented by a bi-linear expan-
sion on the IPP coordinates with time dependent coefficients

vTẼC = a0,0(t) + a1,0(t) · x + a0,1(t) · y, (5)

where t is the Universal Time and x and y are defined by the
relations x = (λI P P − λR) · cos(ϕ) and y = µI P P − µR ,
λ being the geographic longitude, ϕ the geographic lati-
tude, and µ the modified dipolar (modip) latitude. The sub-
index IPP refers to the IPP location andR refers to the
receiver location. The time-dependent coefficients are math-
ematically represented by stepwise functions of the form
ai, j (t) = αi, j,k , where αi, j,k is constant in the interval
[tk, tk + �t) and �t is the refreshing interval.

The modip latitude was firstly proposed by Rawer (1984)
for modeling the F2-layer and the top-side ionosphere and it
is defined by the relation tan(µ) = I/

√
cos(ϕ), where I is

the magnetic dip at the IPP. For details concerning the ben-
efits of using modip in the representation of the vTEC, the
interested reader is referred to Azpilicueta et al. (2005).

Combining Eqs. (3)–(5), the observation equation of the
problem results in:

L̃ R,S = sec(z′) · [
α0,0,k + α1,0,k · x + α0,1,k · y

]
+ β̃R,S + ε̃R,S, (6)

for tk ≤ t < tk + �t , where β̃R,S = b̃R + b̃S .
All the observation equations for a pre-defined time

interval �T are arranged in a linear system that contains
mC = 3 · �T

�t unknowns of the type αi, j,k , plus mS (the num-
ber of observed satellites) unknowns of the type β̃R,S . Pro-
vided that the number of observations, mO, is greater than the
number of unknowns, mU = mC + mS, the resulting linear
system can be solved by the Least Squares method.

According to Sect. 2.1, the β̃R,S Least Squares estimates
should be taken as the errors on the IFB estimations attrib-
uted to the calibration technique. Those errors are caused,
basically, by two different sources: the mapping function
expressed by Eq. (4) and the mathematical expansion of
Eq. (5) used to represent the spatial and the temporal varia-
tions of the vTEC. The effect of both error sources is rela-
tively low at mid geomagnetic latitudes, but in the low and
high geomagnetic regions, the effect becomes significant.
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Fig. 2 Location of the sites analyzed in this work and traces of modip
equator and ±30◦ parallels (the free availability of the GMT software
used to draw this figure is acknowledged)

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Studied cases

This study analyzed the behavior of the IFB calibration tech-
nique at five sites over the American continent, located under
different geomagnetic conditions: Arequipa (AREQ; λ =
−71.5◦, ϕ = −16.5◦, µ = −8.2◦) in the low latitude region
La Plata (LPGS; (λ = −57.9◦, ϕ = −34.9◦, µ = −36◦.7)
and Christiansted, Virgin Islands, (CRO1, λ = −64.5◦, ϕ =
17.8◦, µ = 38.3◦) in the mid latitude regions; Río Grande
(RIOG; λ = −67.8◦, ϕ = −53.8◦, µ = −49.7◦) and Fort
Davis (MDO1, λ = −104.0◦, ϕ = 30.7◦, µ = 47.9◦) in
the high latitude regions. Figure 2 shows the location of the
sites as well as the traces of the modip equator with the ±30◦
modip parallels that roughly delimit the low geomagnetic
latitude region.

The study comprised the year 2001, which approxi-
mately coincides with the maximum of the last solar cycle,
with F10.7 index varying between 114 and 284 Solar Flux
units (SFu) (see http://www.drao-ofr.hia-iha.nrc-cnrc.gc.ca/
icarus/www/sol_home.shtml); and the year 2007 close to the
minimum of the same solar cycle with F10.7 index varying
between 67 and 91 SFu. In both cases, the four seasons of
the year were considered: Autumn Equinox (March); Winter
Solstice (June); Spring Equinox (September); and Sum-
mer Solstice (December). In all the cases above men-
tioned the geomagnetic activity was quiet with the Dst

geomagnetic index greater than ∼50 nano-Tesla (nT) (see
http://swdcwww.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dstdir/finalprov.html).

In order to assess the effects of a geomagnetic storm on the
IFB estimation, the October 2003 super storm (the so-called
Halloween storm) was analyzed. During this storm the Dst
values dropped to approximately -400 nT and the F10.7 index
increased from 243 to 314 SFu (Sahai et al. 2005). For this
analysis, the results of the IFB estimation technique for a
quiet period (with Dst �-50 nT and F10.7=112 SFu) close
to the storm, were taken as a reference for comparison.

According to Sect. 2.2, a critical error affecting the thin
layer ionospheric model is the mapping function used to con-
vert slant to vertical TEC values at the IPP given by Eq. (4).
This approximation assumes a spherically stratified iono-
sphere, which could be a plausible approximation at mid lat-
itude but it is certainly unreliable at low latitude. The errors
caused by the presence of horizontal gradients in the electron
density distribution can be smaller or larger depending on
the adopted thin layer height (Conker and El-Arini 1998). In
order to investigate the influence of this parameter on the IFB
estimation, two typically used heights were tested: H = 450
and H = 350 km.

All the studied cases comprised the analysis of three con-
secutive days of synthetic sTEC data that resembled the
actual ionospheric conditions present at the given locations
and times. Every observation recorded by the GPS receivers
has a corresponding observation in the synthetic data set. The
objective of this procedure was to reproduce as much as pos-
sible a real situation. This means that the data gaps present in
the real data files were also included in the synthetic data files
with the objective of reproducing the real data file structure.
The sampling rate for the synthetic observations is 30 sec and
the elevation cutoff mask is 10◦. The refreshing interval for
the IFB estimation technique is �t = 300 s, which leads to
mC = 2,592 unknowns of the type αi, j,k for an observation
interval �T = 259, 200 sec (see Sect. 2.2). Table 1 presents
the main characteristics of the samples analyzed in this work.
As an order of magnitude, the 3-day data package for every
station contains an average of 60,000 measurements.

3.2 Results

3.2.1 Quiet geomagnetic activity period

According to Sect. 2.1, the Least Squares estimates of the
βR,S unknowns should be taken as the IFB errors attributed
to the calibration technique described in Sect. 2.2, since by
construction the synthetic data have IFBs equal to zero. After
Eq. (6), a positive value of β̃R,S indicates an underestimation
on the sTEC, while a negative value indicates an overesti-
mation on them. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show some illustrative
cases selected from the samples analyzed in this work: panel
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Table 1 Main characteristic of
the samples used in this work
(F10.7 is the solar activity
characterized by the F10.7 solar
index in SFu)

Period Season Date GPS Day F10.7

High solar activity 2001 Autumn Equinox March 15–17 074–076 137

Winter Solstice June 22–24 173-175 203

Spring Equinox September 19–21 262–264 222

Summer Solstice December 06–08 340–342 231

Low solar activity 2007 Autumn Equinox March 15–17 074–076 69

Winter Solstice June 16–18 167–169 68

Spring Equinox September 16–18 259–261 67

Summer Solstice December 21–23 355–357 71

Storm 2003 – October 29–31 302–304 243–314

Quiet 2003 – October 08–10 281–283 112

Fig. 3 Synthetic dataset for
AREQ, during the high solar
activity year and the winter
Solstice (panel a) and IFB errors
estimated using a thin layer
height of 450 km (panel b);
different colors correspond to
different satellites

(a) of every figure shows the synthetic data set, i.e. L̃ R,S in
Eqs. (3) and (6); and panel (b) shows the estimated IFB, β̃R,S

in Eq. (6), determined for the different satellites (each color
corresponds to a different satellite).

Figure 3 represents what could be considered the worst
case found in the sample analyzed in the present work. It
corresponds to the low latitude site, for the winter solstice

(seasons correspond to the Southern Hemisphere) of the high
solar activity year, using a thin layer height—H in Eq. (4)—
of 450 km. The remarkable feature in panel (b) is a large over-
estimation of the sTEC for all the observed satellites, which
is evidenced by negative IFB errors ranging from −18.4 to
−7.2 TECu. Another interesting feature in panel (b) of the
figure is a daily signal almost in phase opposition with the
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Fig. 4 Synthetic dataset for
AREQ, during the low solar
activity year and the winter
Solstice (panel a) and IFB errors
estimated using a thin layer
height of 450 km (panel b);
different colours correspond to
different satellites

sTEC variability depicted in panel (a). The Least Squares
adjustment of a mean value plus a 24-h periodic signal (repre-
sented with the dashed line) provided a mean value of −11.8
TECu and amplitude of 2.4 TECu. This daily signal is present
in most samples analyzed in this work. Its amplitude varies
from 0.3 to 2.7 TECu, representing a rather small contribu-
tion to the IFB error budget, and it is approximately in phase
opposition with the sTEC daily variation.

Just for comparison purpose, Fig. 4 shows the equivalent
plots for the low solar activity year (please, note the change
in the scale of the y-axis of this figure w.r.t. Fig. 3). It can
be appreciated that the IFB estimation performs much better
for low than for high solar activity. The panel (a) shows a
significant decrease on the sTEC values in response to the
decline of the F10.7 solar index. The panel (b) shows IFB
errors approximately distributed around 0 and ranging from
−2.5 to 2.6 TECu. The daily signal correlated with the sTEC
is still present but its mean value of 0.4 TECu and its ampli-
tude of 1.1 TECu are much lower than the corresponding
values for the high solar activity period.

Figure 5 represents what could be considered the interme-
diate case found in the sample analyzed in the present work.

It corresponds to the mid latitude site, for the summer sol-
stice of the high solar activity year, using a thin layer height
of 350 km. In this case, there is also a general overestima-
tion of the sTEC values evidenced by the negative IFB errors
ranging from −6.1 to +0.5 TECu as well as a daily signal in
phase opposition with the sTEC with a mean value of −1.9
TECu and amplitude of 0.5 TECu.

The main results obtained for a quiet geomagnetic period
are summarized in Fig. 6. It was constructed based on the
percentage of observations affected by a given IFB error
in respect of the total number of observations. Since every
satellite is affected for the same IFB error, that percentage
is identical to the percentage of observations belonging to
each satellite. The circles represent the average IFB error
and the bars represent the IFB error interval that contains
95% of the observations. While the average IFB error pro-
vides an overview of the general over- or underestimation
that can be expected in the different cases analyzed in this
work, the larger (in absolute value) limit of the IFB error
interval gives an estimate of the larger over- or underestima-
tion that can be expected for a given satellite present in the
sample.
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Fig. 5 Synthetic dataset for
LPGS, during the high solar
activity year and the summer
Solstice (panel a) and IFB errors
estimated using a thin layer
height of 350 km (panel b);
different colors correspond to
different satellites

The relevant features that can be extracted from Fig. 6 after
the analysis of the parameters mentioned above indicate that:

• IFB errors are, in general, negative, which corresponds
to overestimated sTEC; the worst values for the lower
limit of the IFB error interval found in this work are −7.9
TECu for MDO1, −15.4 TECu for CRO1, −18.5 TECu
for AREQ, −11.6 TECu for LPGS and −8.2 TECu for
RIOG;

• IFB errors are roughly between 1.5 and 2 times greater
for AREQ than for the other analyzed sites;

• In general, there are not significant differences between
IFB errors for equinoxes and solstices; except for the case
of CRO1 that shows comparatively larger errors during
the December than during the other periods.

• There are not any significant differences when compar-
ing the results from the conjugate sites: MDO1—RIOG;
CRO1—LPGS.

• The thin layer height parameter has a significant effect
on the IFB errors for AREQ during the high solar activity
period; H = 350 km performs better than H = 450 km.
This behavior is also found in the other sites but the effect

is not as significant as in the first site. During the low solar
activity period the results appear similar for both values
of the height, independently from the analyzed region.

3.2.2 Storm period

The analysis described in the previous section was repeated
for the storm period. Figures 7 and 8 show the results obtained
for LPGS and MDO1 respectively for the storm period.
Panels a) show the synthetic data set and panels b) the IFB
errors estimated using a thin layer height of 350 km. For com-
parison purposes, panels c) and d) of the each figure show
the results obtained when the same procedure was applied
to a data set, corresponding to a quiet geomagnetic period,
few days before the storm. The effects of the super storm
on the synthetic sTEC are quite evident if the data set for
the storm period is compared to the corresponding quiet one.
For example, for the quiet period few days before the storm,
typical values for the sTEC over MDO1 for noon time were
around 110 TECu (Fig. 8, panel c), and during the storm,
the sTEC reached values of more than 300 TECu (Fig. 8,
panel d).
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Fig. 6 Average IFB error (circles) and IFB error interval that contains 95% of the observations (bars) for the quiet period for: a MDO1, b CRO1,
c AREQ, d LPGS and e RIOG. The x-axis shows the month and the layer height

The analysis of the effect of the storm on the IFB deter-
mination shows a clear distinction between what is seen over
MDO1 (North America) and over LPGS (South America).
For MDO1 the errors on the IFB during the storm are signif-
icantly larger (between −13 and 5 TECu) than those during
the quiet period (between −2 and 1 TECu). In contrast to
this, the results for LPGS show that the IFB errors are slightly
larger for the storm (between −2.1 to 5.2 TECu) than for the
quiet period (−3.8 to +2.2 TECu).

Figure 9 provides a summary of the results obtained for the
other stations studied in this work. The left panel of the figure
presents the results for the storm period while the right panel
presents the results for the quiet period. The comparison
between both panels indicates that the IFB errors for the
two stations situated to the north of the geomagnetic equator

(the stations are ordered from north to south in the figure) are
considerably large; while the IFB errors during the storm and
quiet periods are comparable for the remaining three stations.
These distinct behaviors are consistent with the fact that con-
tinental United States was the region that was most affected
by the October 2003 super-geomagnetic storm (Datta-Barua
et al. 2005).

4 Summary and conclusions

The most challenging configuration for the IFB estimation
technique corresponds to the station situated in the low geo-
magnetic region during the period of high solar activity.
According to the left panel of Fig. 6c it seems difficult to
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Fig. 7 Synthetic dataset and
IFB errors estimated using a thin
layer height of 350 km for
LPGS, during the storm (panels
a and b) and the quiet (panels c
and d) periods; different colors
correspond to different satellites
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Fig. 8 Synthetic dataset and
IFB errors estimated using a thin
layer height of 350 km for
MDO1, during the storm (panels
a and b) and the quiet (panels c
and d) periods; different colors
correspond to different satellites
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Fig. 9 Average IFB error (circles) and IFB error interval that contains
95% of the observations (bars) for AREQ LPGS and RIOG, for storm
(left hand side of the figure) and quiet (right hand side of the figure)
time; the thin layer height used for the IFB estimation is labeled after
the site name

warrant an sTEC accuracy level better than 10 TECu for this
particular configuration. This result was expected since the
TEC in this situation presents the highest geographical gra-
dients, and thus it significantly reduces the capability of the
single-layer approximation and the bi-linear representation
to adequately represent the TEC distribution.

The right panels of Fig. 6 indicate that for the low solar
activity period, the accuracy level can be considered to be
in the order of ±2 TECu, even over the low geomagnetic
region and with no significant systematic bias affecting the
estimations.

As was mentioned in the Introduction to this work, a sen-
sitive parameter involved in the IFB estimation process based
on the SLM is the height of the shell. W.r.t. the results shown
in Fig. 6 panel c), during the period of high solar activity,
a better value for the height for the low geomagnetic region
could be closer to 350 km. Figure 6, panels b) and d) suggest
that a similar conclusion could be applied for the mid-geo-
magnetic latitude region, but the effect is not as important
as in the low geomagnetic region. For the low solar activity
period, the results obtained show no significant evidence in
favor of any particular height value.

Finally, the results obtained during a very strong and
unusual geomagnetic storm with sTEC values three times
larger than expected, like the one that occurred during Octo-
ber 29–31, 2003, show that over the region most affected by
the perturbation, the errors on the IFB could be larger than
15 TECu as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 9. This
means that the rates of change of the sTEC for this particular
moment and over this region are higher than the one that the
IFB technique is able to manage. In contrast, over the region
where the storm produces a relative moderate effect, it comes
out that although the sTEC values are two times larger than
for the quiet period (like over LPGS), the accuracy of the
estimated IFB is comparable in both cases.
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